IMPORTANT INFORMATION
DECK-DOC is a Multi Function / Multi Purpose oil . Unlike most single purpose products Deck-Doc’s oiling
system is comprised of different components, each with a specific purpose:






Lanolin (wool Grease) is used to provide excellent moisture repellency as well as giving natural
UV
protection. (It water proofs the wool on sheep and protects it from harmful UV sunrays)
Included is a unique blend of plant oils and waxes that naturally nourish, preserve and protect
timber
A further important component is a mild mineral oil that blends with the other ingredients
preventing the blend drying and solidifying as well as carrying and providing deep penetration
in to the timber
An Anti Fungal/ Anti Mould ingredient (used extensively in agriculture) is included in the blend.
This has the additional benefits of being an effective insect/ pest deterrent as well as being a Fire
Retardant.

It is important to follow correct application procedur es as per the 5 Easy Steps outlined in the direction
label. The most important is step 3. It is imperative to scourer the wet oil into the timber. Step 3 helps to
penetrate more oil into the timber. Prevents excess sitting on surface and accelerates drying time. As
weather conditions play a part in drying time it is important to wipe down surface after completing the
application in order to avoid excess oil remaining on the surface.
Deck-Doc Timber Oils absorbs into the surface fibr es and is a One Coat Application. The amount of
absorption will vary according to the different types of timber, therefore application is totally
unnecessary.
In instances where over application has been applied it may be necessary to remove the sticky surface
on the timber surface by following the procedure described on the direction label. (see Note on direction
label).
For new timber a period of at least 4-6 weeks be allowed before any re application. For dry and
weathered timber a second coat can be applied within 1 -2 weeks. Always test any timber for absorption
before applying a second coat. There are only 2 instances that would cause Deck-Doc Timber Oil not to
dry on the surface:
1.
2.

Over applying and failure to remove excess oil .
Oil is applied over a solid membrane coating which prevents the oil absorbing in to the timber.

It is strongly recommended to use the Deck-Doc Lambs Wool Applicator and Scouring Pads as they are
specially engineered to avoid over application of oil and to achieve deeper penetration into the timber.

TO AVOID OVER APPLICATION: DO NOT USE HEAVY FLEECED LAMBS WOOL APPLICATORS
These applicators absorb more oil than is necessary resulting in over application.
Visit www.deckdoc.com.au for all DVD demonstrations and know how .

